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Abstract—Phoenix MapReduce is a programming framework
for multi-core systems that is used to automatically parallelize
and schedule the programs based on the MapReduce framework.
This paper presents a novel reconfigurable MapReduce accelera-
tor that can be augmented to multi-core SoCs and it can speedup
the indexing and the processing of the MapReduce key-value
pairs. The proposed architecture is implemented, mapped and
evaluated to an all-programmable SoC with two embedded ARM
cores (Zynq FPGA). Depending on the MapReduce application
requirements, the user can dynamically reconfigure the FPGA
with the appropriate version of the MapReduce accelerator.
The performance evaluation shows that the proposed scheme
can achieve up to 2.3x overall performance improvement in
MapReduce applications.

Index Terms—Multi-core programming, MapReduce, scratch-
pad memory

I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging web applications like streaming video, social
networks and cloud computing has created the need for
warehouse scale data centers hosting thousands of servers
[1]. One of the main programming frameworks for processing
large data sets in the data centers and other clusters of
computers is the MapReduce framework [2]. MapReduce is
a programming model for processing large data sets using
high number of nodes. The user specifies the Map and the
Reduce functions and the MapReduce scheduler performs the
distribution of the tasks to the processors. One of the main
advantages of the MapReduce framework is that it can be
hosted in heterogeneous clusters consisting of different types
of processors.

However, whenever the MapReduce framework is mapped
to either high performance processors or low-power embed-
ded processors targeting microservers [3], many computing
resources are consumed for the scheduling and mapping of the
tasks to the cores and the execution of the Reduce functions
of the MapReduce framework.

The research project is partially implemented within the framework of the
Action ”Supporting Postdoctoral Researchers” of the Operational Program
”Education and Lifelong Learning” (Action’s Beneficiary: General Secretariat
for Research and Technology), and is co-financed by the European Social Fund
(ESF) and the Greek State.

This paper proposes a novel MapReduce accelerator that
is used to store, access and process the key/value pairs
that are used in the MapReduce framework. The proposed
MapReduce accelerator can be incorporated within any multi-
core SoC platform in order to accelerate the processing of the
applications that are based on the MapReduce framework and
off-load the processor for commonly used tasks. To meet the
different requirements of the MapReduce applications, four
different versions of the MapReduce accelerator have been
implemented. All of the versions could be implemented in
a single design by adding the required multiplexers but this
approach costs more, consumes more power and is wasteful
when the specific features are not utilized by the applications.
The proposed scheme has been prototyped in an FPGA with
two integrated ARM cores. The processor, depending on the
application requirements, can configure at run-time the FPGA
with the right version of the MapReduce accelerator.

Overall the main contributions of this paper are the follow-
ings:

• A novel MapReduce accelerator for multi-core SoCs and
FPGAs that accelerate the processing of the key/value
pairs in applications based on the MapReduce framework.

• Efficient implementation and mapping of the proposed
architecture in a Zynq FPGA with two embedded ARM
cores

• Dynamic reconfiguration of different MapReduce accel-
erators based on the applications requirements

• Performance evaluation on the FPGA using typical cloud
applications based on the Phoenix MapReduce framework
showing that the proposed architecture can provide up to
2.3x overall speedup to the execution time

II. RELATED WORK

In [4], a reconfigurable MapReduce framework is presented
but the proposed scheme is implemented as a custom design
that is used to implement only the RankBoost application
entirely on an FPGA. Both of the Map and Reduce tasks
for the specific application have been mapped to configurable
logic and thus for any new application a new design has to
be implemented. In [5] a MapReduce Framework on FPGA978-1-4799-6890-9/14/$31.00 c© 2014 IEEE



accelerated commodity hardware is presented where a cluster
of worker nodes is designed for the MapReduce framework,
and each worker node consists of commodity hardware and
special hardware. Microsoft has also presented a reconfig-
urable fabric for accelerating large-scale data center services in
[6]. The proposed scheme however is mainly based on FPGA
placed into each server and has been implemented in order to
accelerate the web search engine applications.

However, to the best of our knowledge this is the first
design of a MapReduce co-processor targeting multi-core
all-programmable SoCs that can be used to accelerate the
execution time of the cloud applications based on MapReduce.
All Programmable SoCs are processor-centric platforms that
offer software, hardware and I/O programmability in a single
chip [7]. The main advantage of the proposed scheme is that
the hardware accelerator can be used as a co-processor for a
wide range of applications that are based on the MapReduce
framework. The user does not have to design a new accelerator
for each application neither does the user have to change the
code. The only change that is required is the replacement of
some standard MapReduce functions with new functions that
are interfacing with the hardware accelerator. Furthermore,
the proposed co-processor can be configured to meet the
applications requirements in terms of number of supported
keys, maximum length of keys, and maximum size of key’s
value. Different versions of the proposed MapReduce acceler-
ator can be loaded on-demand by partially reconfiguring the
FPGA with the right version for each kind of MapReduce
applications.

III. THE PHOENIX MAPREDUCE FRAMEWORK

One of the most widely used frameworks that are hosted in
the data centers is the MapReduce framework. MapReduce is
a programming framework for processing and generating large
data sets [2]. Users specify a Map function that processes a
key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs,
and a Reduce function that merges all intermediate values
associated with the same intermediate key. Finally, the last
stage merge together all the key/value pairs (Figure 1).

Programs written in this functional style are automatically
parallelized and executed on a large cluster of commodity
machines. The run-time system takes care of the details of
partitioning the input data, scheduling the program’s execution
across a set of machines, handling machine failures, and
managing the required inter-machine communication. This
allows programmers without any experience with parallel and
distributed systems to easily utilize the resources of a large
distributed system. In fact, many of the cloud computing
applications are based on the MapReduce framework [2].

The MapReduce framework has been also implemented
as a programming framework for multi-core architectures by
Stanford University (called Phoenix MapReduce) [8]. Phoenix
MapReduce framework uses threads to spawn parallel Map or
Reduce tasks. It also uses shared-memory buffers to facilitate
communication without excessive data copying. The runtime
schedules tasks dynamically across the available processors

Map Reduce Example

• Counting the number of occurrences of each word in a 
large collection of documents (typical application for site 
indexing in search engines)

• The map function emits each word plus an associated 
count of occurrences (e.g. ‘1’).

• The reduce function sums together all counts emitted for a 
particular word.
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Fig. 1. The MapReduce programming framework

in order to achieve load balancing and maximizing task
throughput. Locality is managed by adjusting the granularity
and assignment of parallel tasks. Google’s MapReduce imple-
mentation facilitates processing of Terabytes on clusters with
thousands of nodes. The Phoenix MapReduce implementation
is based on the same principles but targets shared-memory sys-
tems such as multi-core chips and symmetric multiprocessors.
The main advantage of the Phoenix MapReduce framework
is that it can provide a simple, functional expression of the
algorithm and leaving parallelization and scheduling to the
run-time system and thus making parallel programming much
easier.

However, the MapReduce framework allocates several re-
sources from these processors in order to perform the schedul-
ing and the allocation of the tasks in the processors. Fur-
thermore, the key/value pairs that are used, are organized in
memory structures such as linked lists that can waste a lot
of CPU cycles. To accelerate the execution time of the multi-
core programs based on the Phoenix MapReduce framework,
a MapReduce accelerator is proposed that is used for the
fast indexing and processing of the key/value pairs of the
applications.

IV. MAPREDUCE ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE

In this paper, we propose the incorporation of a MapReduce
accelerator to multi-core SoCs that can be used to reduce
the memory access time of the key/value pairs and can
be also used to accelerate the processing of the key/value
pairs. In essence, the MapReduce accelerator is used for the
efficient implementation of the Reduce tasks that merges all
intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key.
In the original implementation of the MapReduce framework,
every core processes a specific portion of the input data and
whenever it encounter the predefined keys, it emits the key
and the value to the Reduce tasks. On the other hand, the
Reduce task merges all intermediate values associated with
the same intermediate key. Every time that a key/value pair
has to be updated with the new value, the processor has to
load the key and the value from the memory, to process (e.g.
accumulate) the old and the new value and then to store back
the key and the value. Even if the key/value pair is in the
cache, this operation takes many CPU clock cycles. On the
other hand, the proposed MapReduce accelerator is used to
replace the Reduce stage (Figure 1) with a single special
scratchpad memory unit that is used to store and automatically
process (e.g. accumulate) the values of the keys in MapReduce



Fig. 2. Programming framework

Original Code:
Map{
Emit_Intermediate(key, value);

}
Reduce(key, value){
search(key);
update(key, value);

}

Code using the MapReduce Accelerator:
Map{
Emit_Intermediate_accelerator(key,value);

}

application.
The main advantages of the proposed MapReduce scratch-

pad memory are twofold: Firstly, it is a separate memory
structure that is used only for the key/value pairs and thus
it decreases the possibility of a cache miss if the key/value
pairs were stored in the ordinary cache. Secondly, it merges
efficiently the storing and the processing of the MapReduce
values since there is an accumulator that can accelerate the
addition of the current value with the new value every time
that a processor emits a new value for a key that already
exists. Therefore, it can reduce significantly the number of
instructions that are required to accumulate the value of a
key/value pair.

A. Programming framework

The code in Figure 2 shows the programming efficiency
that this scratchpad memory can provide. In the original code,
the Map stage emits the key/value pairs and the Reduce stage
searches for this key and updates the new value by consuming
several CPU clock cycles. On the other hand, using the
MapReduce accelerator, the Map stage just emits the key/value
pair and the MapReduce accelerator merges all the key/value
pairs and updates the relevant entries thus eliminating the
Reduce function.

B. Memory Architecture

The architecture of the MapReduce scratchpad memory is
depicted in Figure 3. Each row of the scratchpad memory
stores the key, the tags and the value for each MapReduce
key/value pair. Since the key can be several bytes long, a hash
unit is used to reduce the number of bytes to the maximum
size of the cache.

The hash function can accelerate the indexing of the keys
but it may create collision in case those two different keys have
the same hash value. To address this problem, cuckoo hashing
has been selected for resolving hash collisions. Cuckoo hash-
ing [9] uses two hash functions instead of only one. When a
new entry is inserted then it is stored in the location of the first
hash key. If the entry is occupied the old entry is moved to
its second hash address and the procedure is repeated until an
empty slot is found. This algorithm provides constant lookup
time O(1) (lookup requires just inspection of two locations
in the hash table) while the insert time depends on the cache
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the MapReduce accelerator

size O(n). In case that the procedure enters an infinite loop
the hash table is rebuild.

The cuckoo hashing algorithm can be implemented using
two tables T1 and T2 for each hash function, each of size r.
For each of these elements, a different hash function is used,
h1 and h2 respectively, to create the addresses of T1 and T2.
Every element x is stored either in T1 or in T2 using hash
function h1 or h2 respectively (i.e. T1[h1(x)] or T2[h2(x)].
Lookups are therefore straightforward. For each of the element
x that we need to look we just check the two possible locations
in tables T1 and T2 using the hash functions h1 and h2,
respectively.

To insert an element x, we check if T1[h1(x)] is empty. If it
is empty, then we store it in this location. If not, we replace the
element y that is already there in T1[h1(x)] with x. We then
check if T2[h2(y)] is empty. If it is empty, we store it in this
location. If not, we replace the element z in T2[h2(y)] with y.
We then try to place z in T1[h1(z)], and so on, until we find
an empty location. According to the original cuckoo hashing
paper [9], if an empty location is not found within a certain
number of tries, the suggested solution is to rehash all of the
elements in the table. In the current implementation, whenever
the operation enters in such a loop it stops the operation and
return zero to the function call. The function call then it may
initiate a rehashing or it may select to add the specific key in
the software memory structure as in the original code.

Two block RAMs are used to store the entries for the two
Tables, T1 and T2 as it is shown in Figure 3. These block
RAMs store the key, the value and the tags. In the tag field
one bit is used to indicate if a specific row is valid or not. Two
hash functions are used based on simple XOR functions that
map the key to an address for the block RAMs. Every time
that an access is required to the block RAMs, the hash tables
are used to create the address and then two comparators are
used that indicate if there is a HIT on the block RAMs (i.e.



TABLE I
HASH AND ARRAY MODE CONFIGURATION

Keys Description Hash units

*:* Map tasks can emit any key Enabled

*:k Map tasks can emit to a fixed number of keys Disabled

the key is the same as in key in the RAM and the valid bit
is 1). The system is controlled by the Control unit (depicted
in Figure 3). The Control Unit of the MapReduce scratchpad
memory is implemented as a Finite State Machine (FSM) that
executes the cuckoo hashing.

C. Accessing the keys

In many applications that are based on the MapReduce
framework, the number of keys is deterministic and limited to
a certain number. For example, in the Histogram application,
the number of keys is limited and we are only interested about
the final value of each key. Therefore, after the processing of
the image, the processor can gather all of the key/value pairs
just by requesting the value of a certain key.

However, in other applications like the WordCount applica-
tion that will be described in the next section, the keys and
the number are not known in advance. Therefore, after the end
of the processing, the processors cannot request for the values
of the keys since the keys are not know in advance. In the
software implementation of the MapReduce, this problem is
resolved by keeping a linked list that contains all of the keys.
In the case of the software-hardware implementation using
the proposed hardware accelerator, this issue can be resolved
either in the software domain or in the hardware domain. In
the latter case, the processors can keep a linked list of all
the keys that have been emitted to the hardware accelerator.
However, this solution requires a fast indexing of the keys as
in the original code which may increase significantly the total
execution time.

To solve this problem a hardware equivalent of the linked
list has been implemented and augmented to the hardware
accelerator. The hardware linked list is actually a FIFO that
keeps all of the keys that have been inserted into the block
RAMs (as it is depicted in Figure 3). Every time that a new
key/value pair is added to the block RAMs of the hardware
accelerator, the key is added to the FIFO. If the key is already
in the block RAMs then the key does not have to be inserted
in the FIFO. In this way, at the end of the processing the FIFO
hosts all the unique keys stored in the block RAMs.

However, in case that the keys are known in advance, the
proposed scheme can be configured to bypass the hashing
units. In that case, the control unit receives the keys and the
keys are directly used as index in the memory blocks. For
example, in the case of the histogram applications, the keys
are integer ranging from 0 to 255. Hence, the keys can be
directly used as an index to the memory blocks (and a constant
offset can be added to the key for different colors; blue; green
and red). After the processing of the data, the user can just
read the values for each key directly from the memory units,
without the need of the hash units.

TABLE II
MAPREDUCE VERSIONS AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN ZYNQ7000

Function Hashing Processing LUTs BRAMs File

Version1 YES Accum. 3949(7%) 29(21%) 807KB

Version2 NO Accum. 3916(7%) 29(21%) 792KB

Version3 YES Average 4184(8%) 29(21%) 853KB

Version4 NO Average 4151(8%) 29(21%) 847KB

D. Dynamically reconfigurable MapReduce accelerator

As it was described in the previous section, each application
that is based on the MapReduce framework may have different
requirements for the Reduce function. In the Wordcount, the
Histogram and the Linear Regression applications, the Reduce
function needs to accumulate the values for each key; In
the KMeans application, the Reduce function calculates the
average of the values for each key.

On the other hand, in the Wordcount and the KMeans
applications the keys needs to be stored using a hash function
while in the case of the Histogram and the Linear Regression,
the keys are used directly as an index in the memory structures.
Therefore, four different versions of the MapReduce accelera-
tor has been developed as it is shown in the Table II. The first
and the third version uses hashes to index the keys, while the
second and the forth version uses directly the keys as an index.
The first and the second version just accumulate the values of
each key while the last versions calculate the average value
for each key.

To evaluate the performance of the MapReduce scratchpad
memory within a multi-core platform, the proposed scheme
has been implemented and mapped to programmable FPGA-
based SoC with hard-core processors. Specifically, the pro-
posed scheme has been mapped to the Xilinx Zynq FPGA
that incorporates two RISC Cortex A9 ARM cores and a
programmable logic unit in a single chip [7]. Each of these
cores has 32 KB Level 1 4-way set-associative instruction and
data cache and they share a 512 KB Level 2 cache (Figure 4).
The processors are clocked at 667 Mhz and they have coherent
multiprocessor support.

Zynq platform has a high performance interface for the di-
rect communication of the ARM cores with the programmable
logic part. The high performance bus is based on the ARM
AMBA 3.0 interconnection that has several advantages such
as QoS, multiple-outstanding transactions and low-latency
paths. Furthermore, there is a controller that is used for the
configuration of the programmable logic called PCAP.

The four different modules of the MapReduce accelerator
have been synthesized and implemented as partially bitstream
files. The operation of the dynamic reconfiguration is depicted
in Figure 4. The partially bitstream files are stored in a non-
volatile memory. When the Zynq platform is turned on the
whole bitstream file is transferred from the Flash memory
to the programmable logic. The user could also transfer the
partially bitstream files that contain the different version of the
MapReduce accelerator to the DRAM for faster communica-
tion (shown as (1) in Figure 4).
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Depending on the application requirements, the system
can partially reconfigure the MapReduce accelerator without
affecting the operation of the rest of the device. Whenever a
new bitstream needs to be configured, the bitstream is loaded
from the DRAM and it is used to program the FPGA through
the PCAP module using the AXI interface.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The high level block diagram that integrates the MapReduce
cache with the multi-core SoCs is shown is Figure 3. In this
figure, the MapReduce scratchpad memory is incorporated into
a programmable multi-core FPGA with two hard-wired ARM9
cores. These cores communicate with the peripheral using a
shred interconnection network. The MapReduce scratchpad
memory is communicating with the processors through a
high performance bus that is attached to the interconnection
network. The processors access the registers of the cache and
they write the key and the value that they need to update during
the Map stage. After the end of the Map tasks, the MapReduce
accelerator has already processed the values for all the keys.
The processors then, retrieve the final value of the key by
sending only the key to the MapReduce scratchpad and reading
the final value from the register. The main advantage of the
proposed architecture is that it can accelerate significantly the
MapReduce processing by sending a non-blocking transaction
to the shared bus that includes the key/value pair that needs to
be updated.

In the current configuration, the memory structure of the
MapReduce scratchpad memory has been configured to host
2K key/value pairs. Each key can be 64-bits long and the value
can be 32-bits long. The total size of the memory structure is
2K × 104 bits. The first 64 bits are used to store the key in
order to compare if we have a hit or a miss using the hash
function. The next 8 bits are used for tags and the next 32
bits are used to store the value. In the current configuration
the maximum value of key is 64 bits and a hash function is
used to map the key (64 bits) into the address (12 bits).

The Phoenix MapReduce framework [8] has been mapped

to the embedded ARM cores under Linux Ubuntu. When-
ever the processors need to update the key/value pairs, they
send the information through specific function calls. For the
performance evaluation of the system four applications from
the Phoenix framework have been used and modified to
run utilizing the hardware accelerator: WordCound, Linear
Regression, Histogram and Kmeans:

WordCount: The WordCount application is commonly used
in search engines for the indexing of the web pages based on
the words. It counts the frequency of occurrence for each word
in a set of files.

Linear Regression: This application computes the line that
best fits a given set of coordinates in an input file.

Histogram: It analyzes a given bitmap image to compute
the frequency of occurrence of a value in the 0-255 range for
the RGB components of the pixels. It can be used in image
indexing and image search engines.

Kmeans: It implements the kmeans algorithm that groups
a set of input data points into clusters.

A. Area resources

The main advantage of the implementation in an FPGA is
that this scratchpad is configurable and it can be tuned based
on the application requirements. The maximum size of each
key is 8 bytes in the current configuration. In applications that
the key is larger than 8 bytes for a specific application then
the user can either increase the size of the words or follow a
hybrid approach. In the hybrid approach, keys that are smaller
than 9 bytes are stored in the hardware accelerator while keys
that are 9 bytes or longer (rare case) are stored in a software
structure. Table II shows the programmable logic resources of
the MapReduce accelerator (including the AXI interface of the
accelerator) and the percentage of the logic and the memory
resources. In case of larger memory requirements, an external
memory could be used (SRAM), slightly increasing the delay
to access the keys.

B. Execution and Reconfiguration time

As it was described in the first section, the main advantage
of the proposed scheme is that it can offload the processor
from the indexing of the key/value pairs that is used for the
reduce stage of the MapReduce framework. Figure 5 show
the speedup of the proposed scheme using the MapReduce
Scratchpad memory compared with the original code. All of
the measurements are based on the Xilinx Zynq FPGA plat-
form [7]. The measurement of the execution time is performed
using the embedded Linux libraries (sys/time). In the original
version, the applications were using only the ARM processors,
while in the second case the applications were utilizing the
MapReduce accelerator. The figure shows the speedup for all
application using two different datasets (small and large). For
example, in the case of the WordCount, the small dataset is
1MB and the large dataset is 10MB.

In the original application, the keys are identified by the
Map task and are forwarded to the Reduce task. This task
gathers all the key/value pairs and accumulates the value for



each key. In the case of the MapReduce accelerator, the Map
task identifies the words and it just forwards the data to the
MapReduce scratchpad memory through the high performance
AXI bus. The key/value pairs are initially stored in the registers
(that are different for each processor) and then the MapReduce
scratchpad accumulates the values for each key by accessing
the memory structure. The reduction of the execution time is
due to the fact that in the original code, the Reduce task has to
first load the key/value table, then to search through the table
for the required key and after the accumulation of the value
to store it back on the memory. By utilizing the MapReduce
scratchpad memory we offload the processor from this task
and thus reduce the total execution time of the MapReduce
applications. The searching time of the key in the accelerator is
kept low using the cuckoo hashing (O(1)) while the processor
is not blocked during the update of the key/value pair.

As it is shown in this figure, the overall speedup of the
systems ranges from 1.03× to 2.3×. The actual time of the
original application is shown above the columns. The overall
speedup of the system depends on the characteristics of each
application and the dataset. The lowest speedup is achieved
in the Linear regression and the Histogram applications. In
the case of the Linear regression, the performance is almost
the same with the original code since the number of keys that
are used is very small and thus index and the retrieval of the
keys in the original code is very fast. The higher speedup is
achieved in the case of the WordCount where both the hashing
and the accumulation are used. In this case the number of
keys and the keys are not known in advance and hence the
use of the accelerator with the hash units for indexing can
significantly improve the performance of the Reduce tasks.
The lower speedup in larger files may be caused by the better
caching of the keys in the original version.

The proposed scheme has been evaluated into a SoC with
only two cores but it can support multiple cores depending
on the application characteristics. For example, in the case of
the WordCount application, the key/value pair is emitted to the
accelerator every 260 ns. The average time of processing a pair
by the accelerator is 25 ns (using 200 MHz clock frequency).
Therefore, the proposed accelerator can sustain more than 10
cores in the same chip.

The reconfiguration time to load the MapReduce accelerator
depends on the size of the configuration file (bitstream, Table
II. In the worst case, the reconfiguration time is less than
4.2ms using the Processor Configuration Access Port (PCAP)
module for programming the FPGA from the DRAM buffer.
The low reconfiguration time shows that the proposed scheme
can be used to dynamically reconfigure the FPGA with the
MapReduce accelerators based on the application requirements
without significant overhead.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

MapReduce framework can be widely used as a program-
ming framework both for multi-core SoCs and for cloud
computing applications. The proposed MapReduce accelerator
located closely to the processors can be used to reduce
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the execution time for the multi-core SoC and the cloud
computing applications by accelerating the Reduce task of
these applications. Furthermore, the proposed scheme can be
configured to meet the application requirements by configuring
the memory structure in the FPGAs (both in terms of key
size and maximum depth). The performance evaluation using
typical MapReduce applications showed that it can reduce
significantly the execution time while offloading the proces-
sors for other tasks. The proposed scheme could be applied
efficiently in FPGAs with embedded processors to accelerate
typical applications based on MapReduce framework. The
proposed scheme could be also incorporated to future multi-
core processors used in data centers, accelerating significantly
several cloud computing and server applications that are based
on MapReduce framework.
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